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Playgrounds
A FieldTurf playground is safer, cleaner and more comfortable than natural sod or any other synthetic grass on the market.
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'crumb rubber is also used in a variety of products from children’s toys to surgical gloves to food packaging, even chewing gum'
"there is not a significant health risk due to the presence of rubber infill"
Surface Safety

ACS Playgrounds offers a wide range of playground safety surfacing. We work closely with the industry's top manufacturers to ensure that your playground meets CPSC and ADA standards. ACS Playgrounds can help with playground surfacing on new projects or re-surfacing on existing playgrounds.

We offer the following:

Artificial Turf from Shaw Sportexe

Pour in Place Surfacing
Families Love Family Night at the Turf!

Families in Juneau have been avoiding cabin fever this Winter by meeting with friends and getting some exercise at Family Night at the Turf. This event takes place on the 4th Friday of every month from 4:30-6pm at the Dimond Park Field House (www.diamondparkfieldhouse.org).

79 people attended in January and 144 people were present in February. Don’t let this deter you from coming, at the Turf, we’ve got enough toys for everyone!

Older siblings sometimes help keep track of their younger siblings!
The most exciting product to hit the playground surfacing market is EasyTurf for playground surfacing. Great for both residential and commercial applications, EasyTurf provides everything you could want from a playground surface.

SAFETY IS KEY
Designed to look and feel like natural grass while providing superior protection against falls, cuts and abrasions, EasyTurf Playgrounds is an essential part of any safe children's play area. You can rest easy knowing that your child is playing on the safest turf on earth.

EasyTurf Playground is composed of an exclusive mono-filament fiber that is extremely durable, yet non-abrasive to promote comfort of play and product longevity. The infill consists of a measured combination of sand and crumb rubber to provide the necessary stability to the turf and proper support to the artificial grass blades.

For areas requiring fall height protection, an additional safety Shock Pad System is installed beneath the product. We can accommodate up to 12' fall heights with our product line, exceeding all ASTM requirements.

EasyTurf Playground also conforms to ADA requirements and requires little maintenance. The product's drainage capacity is excellent, and play may resume shortly after a heavy rainfall.

Installation is performed by certified personnel that have been carefully selected for this purpose.

THE BEST LONG TERM SOLUTION
EasyTurf will not harden and crack like pour-in-place rubber systems do and, unlike wood chips, mulch, sand and rubber chunks, EasyTurf will not displace, compact or become messy. Instead, a EasyTurf
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ASTRO TURF: Artificial grass turf for gardens and children play ground — Lokogoma
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EagleLawn now for Japanese playgrounds
12 June 2010

EagleLawn is being installed from Tokyo to Kanagawa for children’s playgrounds.

EagleLawn rubber infill is being installed with eco-cool, silica-based or sbr rubber infills for playgrounds and kindy’s.

Contact EagleTurf for details of your local EagleLawn dealer, near you.

EagleLawn with black sbr infill
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Artificial Grass Replaces Rubber Playground Surfacing

EasyTurf playground products are safer, cleaner and softer than any other artificial or organic play surface including the best rubber playground surfacing. EasyTurf artificial grass is quickly replacing even the best rubber playground surfacing because it is extremely durable, yet non-irritating, providing kids and a comfortable commercial playing surface. EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playground surfacing also greatly reduces threats from insects, unwanted pests and grass allergies.

IPEMA Certified, EasyTurf is able to meet the ASTM 1292 fall height requirements for up to 9 ft. [14' heights can be certified with additional ASTM testing] and meets ASTM 1981 ADA certification requirements.

When it comes to creating a safe, durable artificial grass surface, no one in the industry has the experience, technical know-how, and financial stability of EasyTurf, a EasyTurf company. Not only do kids love EasyTurf playground artificial grass more than any other playground including commercial rubber playground surfacing, but parents and administrators across North America are quickly adopting this innovative artificial grass playground surfacing solution.

The EasyTurf Playground System is engineered for safety. Specially engineered for maximum durability while remaining exceptionally soft and smooth to the touch, our artificial grass fibers for playground surfacing eliminate friction burns associated with other surfacing including rubber playground surfacing.

Unique Infill System

EasyTurf Playground’s infill system consists of a thin base layer of clean sand, providing a solid foundation to support the fibers, and is then filled with screened, smooth (SBIR) crumb rubber. This creates a surface which provides maximum impact protection and cushioning against falls that is much softer than alternative surfacing materials.

Superior Drainage

Physical activity is an important part of any child’s daily routine. Exercise can be difficult to schedule if it’s wet and slippery outside. EasyTurf uses a proprietary 100% permeable grass playground surfacing backing, MaxFlow, for unrivaled drainage capabilities. Unlike grass, precipitation will not turn your playground surfacing into a mud pit. There is no need to keep kids cooped up inside; play can resume shortly after heavy rainfall! Our exclusive MaxFlow artificial grass backing also provides a built-in weed barrier.

FallSoft™ Technology

Studies have shown that falls to the surface including rubber playground surfacing contribute up to 80% of all playground injuries. We can stop kids from being kids, but we can improve the safety of their playground surface area. Our FallSoft™ technology incorporates a water permeable safety pad installed beneath the product to provide additional protection against falls from play equipment. EasyTurf is able to meet the ASTM 1292 fall height requirements for up to 9 ft. [14' heights can be certified with additional ASTM testing] and meets ASTM 1981 ADA certification requirements.

While an EasyTurf Playground provides a safe surface which specifically protects against concussions and head injuries caused by falls from high playground equipment to the commercial playground surface, it is also the ideal solution for a children’s play area normally covered with natural grass. EasyTurf artificial grass for playgrounds creates an attractive environment which is insect-free and provides a uniform, consistently safe commercial artificial grass playground surface which is smooth and easy on the skin.

EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds is the only alternative which provides a safe surface with minimal headaches, while creating a play area which looks the way it was meant to be – like a natural environment. Other surfacing options have drawbacks which are hard to ignore. The high and commercial rubber playground surfacing chunks deteriorate and displace over time and require continuous maintenance such as leveling, grading, and raking to maintain appropriate depth and rifting to remove foreign matter. The commercial rubber playground surfacing often gets into the children’s shoes and finds its way into your interior space. Small commercial rubber playground surfacing pieces also present a choking hazard and can get into the eyes. Shredded rubber fills dust are suspected to be another hazard as displacement, and the presence of foreign substances mixing into the fill. Full rubber tires can curl up and cause tripping, not to mention having a surface characterized by higher friction, which can burn the skin on falls.

With EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds, you can expect your surface to last almost twice as long as competing poured-in-place rubber playground surfacing systems, which crack and harden over time.

“We firmly believe in a safe surface which can be enjoyed by all, which is why we designed EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds to be accessible to children of all levels of ability, and compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.”

EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds pays for itself!

Less time and money spent on rubber and other rubber surface maintenance, watering and fertilizing means that over the life of the artificial grass, EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds will pay for itself! However, long-term maintenance is necessary to ensure your product performs its best. Speak to your EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds representative about the proper maintenance activities required.

Financing

Play Now, Pay Later! The safety of children is not something that should be compromised because of a lack of funds. However, limited budgets are a fact of life. Although upfront costs may be slightly discouraging, the immediate safety and long term financial benefits are well worth the investment. With our new financing plan, you don’t have to wait any longer to have the commercial playground surface of your dreams. Make a small down payment, then pay the rest later! Ask your EasyTurf artificial grass for commercial playgrounds representative about financing today!

The Smart Alternative
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Twin Cities Synthetic Turf
Specialist Mpls Saint Paul
Play Ground
Applications

Alternative Landscaping

Help our Earth
Use Less Water

With
Everlasting Turfs
info@everlastinturfs.com

1 Minute Family and Dogs Playing on Their New Synthetic Lawn
When selecting the perfect children’s playset, safety should be your #1 concern, as should the artificial grass surface underneath the playset. Most playground injuries occur as the result of a fall off a hard, dangerous or unsafe surface.

GTR Turf will help you choose and install the safest, most consistent playground surface anywhere, one that will meet all of the strict safety standards and stand the test of time.

There are numerous varieties of artificial grass that have been specifically designed for all types of playground equipment, some of which can protect children from falls as high as 12 feet.
Yards and Lawns

Why Choose To Install Artificial Turf For Your Lawn?

- Artificial turf enhances the look of your home
- Heavenly Greens' artificial turf is safe for pets and children
- Artificial turf dries quickly and stays mess-free for activity year-round
- Artificial turf is tough enough to withstand the roughest wear and tear
- Allergen-free, lead-free and non-toxic our products are completely safe
- Less maintenance for people on the go or those who cannot maintain a lawn
- Save money in the long run on water and maintenance bills
- A 15 Year Warranty ensures your artificial lawn will last for years to come

Homeowners love our artificial lawns for lots of reasons. Heavenly Greens' synthetic turf gives you a lawn that's great for children, pets, or golf, letting everyone play year-round on grass that's clean and durable, yet soft. Our artificial turf is tough enough to withstand the wear and tear of a busy family and...
Artificial grass for children
August 30th, 2013 by vivartificialgrass.
KOMPAN North America Selects EasyTurf for Exclusive Install Arrangement

Playground KOMPAN North America has selected EasyTurf as the exclusive artificial grass supplier for its playground design and construction projects nationwide.

VISTA, California (PRWEB) May 28, 2013

Artificial turf industry leader EasyTurf, Inc. has been selected by playground industry leader KOMPAN North America, Inc. to be the exclusive supplier of artificial grass for its nationwide playground construction projects. KOMPAN chose EasyTurf synthetic grass based on its proven performance as one of the safest, longest-lasting, most efficient draining and most realistic artificial grass products available today.

The agreement between EasyTurf, the landscape arm of Field Turf, and the playground systems and equipment company reaffirm both companies' cutting-edge leadership position in the recreation and playground landscape marketplace.

After conducting an exhaustive product line review to meet its rigorous quality and safety requirements, KOMPAN found EasyTurf to be the only company capable of meeting their high standards at every installation location. KOMPAN creates unique recreational play structures and playgrounds throughout the U.S. and worldwide.

In recent years, synthetic turf has become the preferred landscape design solution for playground applications, surpassing sand and other natural landscape products. EasyTurf synthetic grass received the highest IPEMA safety certifications and KOMPAN, recognized these marketplace demand factors.

"At KOMPAN North America, we are dedicated to creating exceptional play environments that promote healthy opportunities for users of all ages and all abilities," says Jay Cooke, KOMPAN Vice President Sales, North America. "It is critical that our supplier partners offer a product that is superior in performance, while also delivering a clear and meaningful difference within their category.

"Our partners must also share complimenting principles with respect to innovation, value, service and long-term product durability. After an extensive review process and analysis, it was evident that EasyTurf was the best synthetic turf partner for KOMPAN North America."

Applications for artificial grass surfacing on playgrounds and in recreational areas continue to grow throughout North America. Artificial turf, originally known for its sports field and golf course applications, has experienced a boost in popularity in the commercial and residential landscape sectors as well as in school, daycare and pet facilities. Costly maintenance and water rate increases have also driven the switch to artificial grass for municipal landscapes and pet facilities.

KOMPAN and EasyTurf partnered to complete playground restoration at Ewa Beach, Hawaii

"Applications for artificial grass surfacing on playgrounds and in recreational areas continue to grow throughout North America."
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Helping Special Needs Children at School with Synthetic Turf for Play Areas

by NYC Private Schools Blog Administrator on August 29, 2012

Welcome Googler! If you find this page useful, you might want to subscribe to the RSS feed for updates about NYC Private Schools.

This post is from the NYC Private Schools Blog AdConnect Platform.

Providing for special needs children can be a challenge for schools both inside classrooms and outside on fields and playgrounds. Synthetic turf is an innovative solution for many of the problems these kids and their schools encounter outside, helping kids to have safe, healthy, and happy outdoor areas for play.

Autism and other conditions often affect how kids sense and react to their environment, including common materials used in playgrounds – ground cover like bark, rocks, or dirt. These children may put materials like those in their mouth even when they are older, or find the materials disturbing to the touch.

The ABA/Chrysalis Academy in Tempe, Arizona enrolls younger children up to grade four who have conditions that affect their social, language, and behavioral skills. When NewGrass® was installed at the school, the staff found an immediate improvement in how they could use the outdoor space. While these children often put other materials in their mouth, the problem went away when NewGrass® was installed.

Creating outdoor areas where kids and staff are more comfortable also means that they can use playgrounds and fields for other purposes like outdoor learning, getting out of the classroom on nice days. “Not only has it helped the children, it’s given us a whole new teaching area – outdoors on a nice day,” said Patty McCarthy, director of the school. “The kids and teachers just love it. We’ve been doing a lot of the group activities outside. It’s opened up a new space for us.”

Natural grass can look great on a field when it grows well, but it doesn’t always grow well. Schools can find growing grass difficult where it’s too hot and dry, or too cold and wet. A field for play can end up as a dirty dusty lot, or a muddy pit. Places where it moves and freezes also find it hard to grow grass, while synthetic turf takes care of itself once it’s installed.

Natural grass also causes allergies for many students, and special needs children can suffer more from allergies than others. Changing to synthetic turf reduces allergies, and may even reduce the impact of serious health issues like asthma.

Injuries are another health concern for all kids on playgrounds, and synthetic turf may also provide for fewer injuries. While many groundskeepers don’t simulate falls, synthetic turf like NewGrass® can include a layer of protective coating that reduces the impact of falls.

Some of these benefits may be pronounced for special needs kids, but that doesn’t mean they aren’t enjoyed by all other kids too.

When NewGrass® was installed at the Ambrose Academy in Nova Scotia,
Artificial Turf is Suitable for Any Playground

Southwest Greens
Parents and school administrators
Our outdoor artificial turf products for playground areas.
INDEPENDENT SAFETY STUDIES OF SYNTHETIC GRASS

The safety of artificial turf was validated on July 30, 2008 when the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) staff released the results of its study of lead in synthetic turf, and it concluded that "young children are not at risk from exposure to lead in these fields." In over 40 years there has never been an instance of human illness or environmental damage caused by synthetic turf.

Today, artificial turf is made without lead as a pigment ingredient. This change in the pigment formulations was a voluntary and responsible response by the synthetic turf industry to the CPSC’s request that lead be removed from all products, if possible.

During the past few years, more than 75 independent studies concerning the safety of synthetic grass have been conducted by groups such as:

- U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
- New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
- New York State Department of Health, and the
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Artificial Turf
- Artificial Turf
- Cost Comparison
- Creative Turf Installations
- Dogs + Grass
- Drought Tolerant
- Installation
- Irrigation
- Kids + Grass
- Portfolio
- Rebates
- Safety Studies
- Water Conservation
- Warranty

Play Surfaces for Children

Many daycare center clients have shared that artificial turf surfaces attracted new business by giving parents the peace of mind of a safe and fun grassy outdoor play environment.

Artificial turf systems are made of an exclusive monofilament fiber that helps make the grass the most durable and safest solution available – especially compared with pour-in-place rubber or wood chips. In fact, you can expect a lifespan of the artificial grass to last at least 20-25 years, and our artificial grass systems remain as safe on Day 5,000 as on Day One. It costs nothing to get a FREE ESTIMATE.

Specific advantages of Artificial Grass include:
- Faster drainage and less maintenance than real grass so you will have less “indoor time.”
- Comfortable, non-abrasive surface of grass for fewer skinned knees.
- Fall height safety up to 9 feet, exceeding all ASTM requirements – it’s the same on Day 5,000 as Day One.
- No splinters.
- Elimination of allergens.

You won’t see any fading of the artificial grass unless you get out your microscope. Artificial turf has a built-in UV protection solution that helps it hold its color even under the most dramatic conditions of near constant, direct sunlight. Independent studies show that artificial turf will fade at a rate of less than 1% per year and most are covered by a warranty. This means that after even 10 years in direct sunlight, any color change of the artificial grass will still be imperceptible to the human eye.

Due to the extremely porous drainage design of our artificial grass systems, mold and mildew are never a
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Maintenance of artificial grass?

Hardly any! With playground artificial turf, you can expect:

- No hardening or cracking
- No compaction issues
- No displacement issues
- No weeds
- No foreign objects buried
- No mess on kids or tracked inside

Artificial grass systems employ the latest in technology to look and feel just like real grass, without the constant upkeep or environmental impact of machines and chemicals.

San Diego’s Green Gardening Today employs experts in the installation of the most advanced and realistic artificial grass in the industry. We make certain every synthetic lawn installation is done the right way.

If you live in San Diego County and you would like to know how much it would cost for us to install artificial turf, we offer FREE ESTIMATES.

Click for Review
Playgrounds with safety built in

When it comes to your kids, nothing is more important than their safety. When it comes to selecting the perfect play set, safety is your number one concern. After selecting your kids’ play set consider the playground surface underneath. Most injuries on playgrounds occur as the result of a fall on surfaces that are abrasive, hard or just plain unsafe. That’s where the SYN Lawn®
Blog - Latest News

Types of Artificial Turf HGTV

Learn more about how to use artificial turf with these tips for creatively designing your outdoor grass and garden spaces.

Artificial turf has many benefits. It doesn’t need mowing, watering, or feeding; it’s green all year round, and it can be as soft as real grass. From a distance it can be difficult to tell the real from the fake. Here are a few ways to make artificial turf work for your outdoor space.

Eating Outside

Dining al fresco is one of the pleasures of having a garden, and there are many benefits to using artificial grass to carpet outdoor dining spaces. In this article you can find tips for preparing the area, choosing the right grass, and designing a space that’s beautiful and functional. Artificial grass is a good choice here because it won’t stay damp like natural grass, so furniture won’t rust or rot. Since the grass doesn’t need mowing, the heavy furniture won’t have to be moved each week in summer.

Eating Outside is Pleasure of Having Garden

Kids’ Play Area

Lawn can take a real battering in areas of the garden that children regularly play and may often need repairing or patching. By using artificial grass instead, this garden looks fun and inviting for children yet will be robust enough to stand up to games, sports, and general wear and tear. Another great advantage is that the surface won’t get muddy so children are less likely to bring dirt into the house.
Relax All Summer With an Artificial Turf Lawn from STI

Synthetic Turf of Illinois offers over a dozen different kinds of artificial turf lawns that are all designed to look like different types of real grasses. These products are soft and extremely durable, all with the benefit of extremely low maintenance. These products are unaffected by the harsh Chicago winters and hot summers with a life expectancy of 15+ years. Choose from a variety of different pile heights, densities (thicknesses), colors and costs. These products are ideal for synthetic grass lawns, playgrounds, pet areas, side yards and anywhere real grass is a challenge to grow or maintain.
Synthetic Turf International Playgrounds Promote the Safety and Development of Kids

Posted on September 13, 2013 in Playground Surfaces, Synthetic Turf International
Artificial Turf

SP Turf® artificial grass, is the eco-friendly alternative to a traditional grass lawn and putting greens. Also called synthetic grass or artificial turf, this type of product has its roots in professional sports, where low maintenance and everlasting green beauty is essential. Our SP Turf® looks and feels as good as the real thing, without the costly and work-intensive upkeep. Ideal for families and pet owners, SP Turf® does not absorb animal waste or other external elements. So while your neighbors are battling to keep their lawns looking good,
BIRTHDAY PARTIES | SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Special Events

Turf Island, Long Island’s premier indoor sports complex is proud to offer you a state-of-the art facility for your next big Special Event! Our 20,000 Square facility is the perfect location for your next Bar/Bat Mitzvah, Sweet Sixteen, Adult Birthday Party, Corporate Event, Communion, Charity Function, Holiday Party, High School Prom or Reunion.

Please contact us at 516-543-4345 or email info@turfisland.com to find out how Turf Island can help.

SPORTS AND GYMNASTIC PARTIES

You bring the cake, we take care of the rest! Party includes 1 1/2 hours of party time, including 1 hour of your favorite sports related activities, 1/2 hour in our clubhouse area. Turf Island will supply the invitations, friendly staff, all sports equipment, party favors, party paper goods, 1 slice of pizza per child, and juice or water.

Children have a choice of 2 party activities...
Soccer, Parachute, Wiffle Ball, Kickball, Messy Backyard, Volleyball, Dodgeball, Relay Races, Football, Tug-of-war

or

One Hour Gymnastics Party

$350 for up to 15 children
$14.95 each additional child

Click here for Birthday Party flyer
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Overview

Long-Term Safety Never Looked So Good!

We understand that playground safety, maintenance, and cleanliness are critical to the happiness of your children and your own peace of mind. As your playground surfacing expert, FieldTurf offers a long-lasting solution which provides the same level of protection from Day One through Day 5,000. Not only are our patented systems safe, they feature unmatched durability. Our products, resources, service and knowledge turn old rundown play areas into beautiful, safe, new fun centers.

FieldTurf Playground is a high quality, competitively priced product line designed specifically for children’s play areas. Whether it is to be placed beneath playground equipment or simply for a running play zone, the ASTM and ADA compliant product is adaptable to achieve the best suited functionality even at varying fall heights.

FallSoft™ Technology

Studies show that falls to the surface contribute up to 80% of all playground injuries. We can’t stop kids from being kids, but we can improve the safety of their play area. Our FallSoft™ technology incorporates a water permeable safety pad installed beneath our patented infill system to provide additional protection against falls from play equipment.

"A great addition to our home. The kids and their friends use it every day."

~JerriAnne
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Artificial Grass for Playgrounds

A true test to the demand for synthetic grass is its safety surface for playgrounds. This market is tapped for all ages and is a potential market for the turf industry. Synthetic turf products are starting to make a mark in the playgrounds industry. Turf playgrounds are designed with safety in mind. Playgrounds have become real-time testing laboratories for synthetic turf systems. Synthetic turf is insulating and non-abrasive to the children. Turf playgrounds are more durable and can withstand more abuse. Tennis courts are starting to make a mark in the playgrounds industry. The facilities are more durable and can withstand more abuse. Tennis courts are starting to make a mark in the playgrounds industry. The facilities are more durable and can withstand more abuse.

Why an Ameriturf playground turf for your next playground safety surface?

The answer is simple; most surfaces currently used don't make a good, safe playing surface. There are countless examples of rubber mulch that has collapsed. Artificial grass has been embraced by many playgrounds of different sizes. Artificial grass is designed for maximum safety and performance. The safety surface for playgrounds is becoming a reality.

Institutional Testing

Some playground grass is used as 0% or less rubber or even none at all. The Ameriturf Systems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls. The Americarturfsystems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls.

Trends

Playground grass is becoming more common in the playgrounds industry. The trend is to use more artificial grass for playgrounds. The trend is to use more artificial grass for playgrounds. Artificial grass is a great choice for playgrounds due to its safety and performance benefits. Artificial grass is a great choice for playgrounds due to its safety and performance benefits.

Modern Synthetic Grass Fibers

- Because Ameriturf uses the latest fiber technology that is Montanite (glass-fiber) reinforced, the 0% rubber and even none at all. The Ameriturf Systems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls. The Americarturfsystems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls.

- With an advanced drainage and root system that is made of recycled rubber and even none at all. The Ameriturf Systems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls.

- Fiberglass fibers, which are 0% rubber and even none at all. The Ameriturf Systems fiber can handle 30,000 hits per square foot. These turf systems are very safe and can withstand multiple falls.

With over a million square feet of synthetic turf surfaces installed, there's no doubt that we can handle it and create a safe and enjoyable playground area for your family.

A technical approach to making your playgrounds safer and more enjoyable for children to play, while reflecting the safety benefits of traditional safety surfaces on the market, is what Ameriturf artificial grass is all about.

Comprehensive cost structure that meets and often costs less than traditional playground costs, installed.

Call us today about your Artificial Grass needs: 877-541-8807
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EasyTurf Grass Play Surface is Far Superior to a Rubber Playground Surface

An EasyTurf artificial grass play surface is safer, cleaner and more comfortable than natural sod or a rubber playground grass surface. EasyTurf artificial grass greatly reduces threats from insects, unanted pests and grass allergens. The superior synthetic grass installation is able to meet the ASTM 1295 fall height requirements for up to 9 ft. (14' heights can be certified with additional ASTM testing) and meets ASTM 1951 ADA certification requirements. An EasyTurf artificial grass play surface is extremely durable, yet non-abrasive, promoting longevity far superior to a rubber playground surface with a comfortable playground safety surface.

Artificial Grass Play Surface Benefits
- A play surface that eliminates mud and grass stains
- No fertilizers and pesticides needed for the non rubber playground grass surface
- Hypoallergenic and internally antimicrobial play surface
- Most durable playground safety surface available
- Foraging, cushioned playground safety surface comforts falls
- No artificial grass deodorizers or additives needed
- Dramatically improves water conservation

Ultra-Realistic Play Surface
- A state-of-the-art play surface polymer formula creates realistic fiber movement
- Proprietary, precision manufacturing produces the softest playground safety surface and texture available
- A new matte artificial grass finish increases color brilliance
- 3D interior and seven interior ridges combine for maximum playground surface resilience

Play Hard, Fall Soft: Quality & Playground Surface Safety Innovation

Soft Fall Technology
IEPEMA Certified, EasyTurf is able to meet the ASTM 1295 fall height requirements for up to 9 ft. (14' heights can be certified with additional ASTM testing) and meets ASTM 1951 ADA certification requirements. This playground safety surface, including play pad, is extremely durable yet non-abrasive, promoting longevity with a comfortable play surface (composed of pre-consumer recycled materials).

Ideal For:
This proprietary artificial grass backing, exclusive to EasyTurf and FieldTurf products provides a cut in artificial grass wood barrier with unmatched synthetic grass drainage capacity. Liquids flow through this integrated MaxFlow backing at rates ten times higher than other artificial turf backing.
- Drains faster and cleaner than real grass
- 100% drainage with zero absorption
- 100% permeable artificial grass backing that eliminates the need for deodorizers and ammonia absorbing additives
- Increased play surface playing time by quickly draining precipitation away

Start a Conversation
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